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How do you measure up?
Measurements for standard or non-standard liners 
are taken from the waterline. Please include all the 
dimensions listed including the depth and style 
(ie. flat base) of the deep-end.

Circular Pool shapes 
Check the diameter of the 
pool in 3 places to confirm the 
exact size. List down all three 
dimensions.

Oval & Twinlake shapes 
Check length of the pool and 
width at the widest point and 
the narrowest point to confirm 
the exact size. (The narrowest 
point is between the main side 
supports that are joined under 
the pool with cross bars or 
straps.)

Keyhole & Teardrop shapes 
Check length of the pool and 
the width at the widest point, 
the narrowest point and the 
small end to confirm the exact 
size. (The narrowest point 
is between the main side 
supports that are joined under 
the pool with cross bars or 
straps.)

Scan here with a smart 
phone to learn more or visit  
www.abgal.com.au
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   The smart choice for    The smart choice for 
your newyour new  above ground above ground QUALITY APPROVED TO AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008 

REGN. Number 440

Quality Assured Company 
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2015 
REGN. NO. 440

ABGAL Pty Ltd. ACN 010 151 578  
ABN 78 033 608 597
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pool linerpool liner



Options for New Pools
If this is a new pool, ask to have the liner installed with  
‘Quick-Fix’. Once in, replacement liners can be snapped in 
easily, without touching the coping – perfect for liners which 
have been decked in like the one above.

Replacement Liners are easy 
Any brand liner can be replaced with the ABGAL system - it 
doesn’t matter what brand your pool is. Once ABGAL have 
manufactured your liner, the pattern is kept on file, making any 
replacements quick and easy.

What People Say
‘I chose Maui and the colour is AMAZING. The pool looks 
great - I couldn’t be happier.’ Sharon, WA

‘It looks superb. Lovely colour, and a neater fit than the 
previous liner. Will buy again.’ M Thompson, VIC

‘This is my first ABGAL liner, and I can see the quality is much 
better than the one that came with the pool.’ M Walsh, QLD

‘Our first ABGAL Liner lasted 19 years! Great to be able to 
buy Australian made.’ Phillip C, NSW

Smart Seam
ABGAL revolutionised their seam process back in 2008. They 
took their own wedge weld, and made it better – half the 
size, while still being stronger than a traditional weld. With no 
excess material at the seams, ‘Smart Seam’ is more attractive 
and more hygienic than other seam options.

UV Inhibitors
All liners are treated to resist UV and protect your liner from 
damage caused by continued exposure to the sun. This ensures 
a longer life from your liner, and will keep it looking better longer!

All Shapes and Sizes
ABGAL manufacture a variety of standard sized liners to 
suit most popular brands of pool. When ordering, specify 
the brand and model of pool, and whether it is circular, oval, 
keyhole, twinlake, kidney or teardrop – 97% of pools are a 
standard size, and ABGAL have a pattern for all of them.  
The handful of liners that need to be custom made will 
generally cost a little more, and may need to be measured and 
fitted by a professional. Steps, benches and seats are easily 
built into custom liners.
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  Why an ABGAL Liner?
One of the most important parts of an above ground pool is 
the liner. It needs to look good, be easy to maintain and should 
last for many seasons. The best investment you can make 
is the one which will give you the best return, and that’s an 
ABGAL pool liner.

• Choice of colours and patterns

• Specialist ‘smart seam’ welding

• No flaps of vinyl at seams

• Treated to resist algae

• Ultra Violet stabilised

• Made in Australia

• Any shape, any size

• New and replacement liners

Choice of colours and patterns
ABGAL offers one of the largest ranges of colours and 
patterns available, as you can also opt to have your  
new above ground liner made from the thicker  
vinyl usually reserved for inground pools.

Easy to keep clean
Vinyl is naturally resistant to bacteria, but ABGAL liners are 
made from a special formulation with added fungicides to 
make it even harder for algae to take hold. And with their 
exclusive ‘wedge weld’, there are none of the creases or flaps 
you see on other liners, so not only is the join almost invisible, 
its cleaner too. There is literally nowhere for bacteria to hide!
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